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"Gawd" was originally a pure term in Aibreet (Hebrew) meaning "tribe/troop," as
used by the mother of Gawd (Gad) when she named him, because she was having a lot of
children (B'rasheet (Gen.) 30:11). However, this term did become associated with false
worship under the reign of Ashur (Assyria), a dominion and system of false worship
which took Y'shra'Al (Israel) captive. Some dictionaries and reference sources on
Scripture relate of this fact.
Now with regards to "Lord," "Lord" is not equivalent to "B'ayl (Baal)." In Aibreet
(Hebrew), "B'ayl" (Baal) means a "ruler," as in a "husband" who rules his wife and
household in a righteous fashion (H#1167 in e-Sword). With time, people started calling
idols their "b'ayl" (ruler). If we worship the Most High and follow His Turah (Scriptures),
YaH is our B'ayl (Ruler) to us. To those of us who follow the Turah alone, we need not
worry of using this pure Aibreet (Hebrew) term in reference to our Creator, any more
than we would using "Adani" (My Sovereign). This short study is simply to show how
pure terms like Gawd (one of the 12 tribes, meaning "troop") and B'ayl (Ruler) became
used inappropriately, and of how people have falsely understood these terms to be evil.
"Lord" however is actually the proper name of an ancient false mighty one that the
Etruscans worshiped. The Etruscans, also known as "Rasenna," were located in the area
known as Tsar (Tyre). These people were vicious and known for their false worship,
much like Rome. They had a little arched indent over their doorway where they would
place an idol. That way the idol was in essence looking over their home and guarding
them. They would greet it in their going out and coming in. These idols were known as
"Lares/Lard" or "Lord." I remember drawing pictures of ancient Etruscan art in
highschool. So when I came across this research again as a believer in YaH and the Turah
(Scriptures) I was surprised. "Lord" is definitely a false name of a false mighty one of the
Etruscans that we would do well to get rid of... especially as reference to our Creator
whose Name is YaH. We say "Adani" for "my Ruler" or the "Sovereign YaH" instead of
"LORD."

